
 

SAHGCA SHOTGUN SHOOTING EXERCISES AND CLAY COMPETITIONS 

1. Francolin, Rocky, Duck, Guineafowl and Compak/Sporting Exercises 

The Francolin, Rocky, Duck, Guineafowl and Compak/Sporting Exercises are presented at branch level as part of the 

normal monthly branch shoots, as can be accommodated by the calendar of the branch, it is also to the prerogative of the 

branch to arrange additional shotgun shooting exercises.  

2. Colours (“balkies”) 

 

Colours are awarded for all clay target shooting exercises of the Association (cost for colours are for account of shooters). 

 

Administration for colours (balkies) for shotgun shooting exercises completed on branch level will be handled by the Training 

Section at the national office per the prescribed format for the application for colours for the shooting exercises of the 

Association. 

The awarding of colours (balkies) are as follows: 80% to 100% = gold; 70% to 79% = silver; 60% to 69% = bronze. 

 
3. Interbranch and regional competitions 

Other than in inter-branch rifle shooting competitions, the concept inter-branch in shotgunning rather refers to shotgun 

shooting occasions than to competition between branches, and includes regional competitions. 

Regions and or branches are free to apply to present as many as possible inter-branch or regional shotgun shooting 

competitions as can be fit into the confines of the annual SAHGCA shooting calendar.   

As these types of competitions develop in the Association over time, there will eventually for instance be the West Rand 

Inter Branch and the Vaal Triangle Inter Branch and so forth as more of these occasions are presented. The intent is to 

initially concentrate on participation rather than on competition. Over time these types of competitions will become 

institutionalised in the Association and further decisions regarding these will be taken at that time. 

Inter-branch or regional shotgun shooting competitions are presented on a range of 50 clays. The inter-branch range can be 

presented as two Compak ranges of 25 clays each, or as a Sporting range consisting of at least 6 stands with 50 clays. 

For Inter-branch shotgun shooting competitions competitors firstly enrol as members of their branch, in context of teams of 4 

or 5 members per team, and thereafter, also as individual shooter in a category mentioned below. If competitors do not 

clearly indicate in which category they enrol, they will automatically be enrolled in the open class. The onus is on the 

competitor to at all times ensure that all particulars are correct on the team form before the competition commences. 

Organisers of shoots under no circumstance make any changes to category enrolments after the competition has 

commenced. 

Categories of enrolment (Classes): 

• Junior  (Boys & Girls<18 - turns 18 in the calendar year of the specific competition)  

• Ladies (19 to 55 - turns 19 / 55 in the calendar year of the shoot)  

• Open (Men 19 to 55 - turns 19 / 55 in the calendar year of the shoot and all other participants) *  

• Veterans (Men & Ladies 56 to 64 - turns 56 / 64 in the calendar year of the shoot)  

• Super Veterans (Men & Ladies 65 and older – turns 65 in the calendar year of the shoot) 
*with the understanding that a gun, that qualifies for more than one prize, will have his/her choice of one and that the other 
prize will be awarded to the next gun in the class for which it was intended.  

 
 



4. National Individual Shotgun Shooting Competition 

For the SAHGCA National Individual Shotgun Shooting Competition competitors enrol as individuals in a category 

mentioned above. If competitors do not clearly indicate in which category they enrol, they will automatically be enrolled in 

the open class. Squadding into 5 man squads will be done at Inyathi Park during enrolment (squadding is non-negotiable). 

The onus is on the competitor to at all times ensure that all particulars are correct on the team form before the competition 

commences. Organisers of shoots may under no circumstance make any changes to category enrolments after the 

competition. 

5. Ranges 

In future the Clay Target shooting exercises of SA Hunters will be presented on three different Ranges, whereas in the past 

it was only done on a Compak range. The francolin exercise has been adapted to eneable one to shoot it on a standard 

Trap range and the new Duck exercise was created to be shot on a standard NSSA Skeet range. The intention of these 

adaptations are not to force branches using the Compak layout to build new ranges, but rather to enable branches with 

access to the named standard ranges, to utilise those ranges as is. 

a. Range 1 - Compak Range: 

The clay target overflight area is described as a 
rectangle over which the targets must fly. The zone must 
be 25m deep (sides A to B and D to C) and 40m wide 
(sides A to D and B to C) (see diagram below). 
 
a. This zone must be clearly and visibly marked on its 

four corners (i.e. white painted rocks, or white 
painted droppers);  
 

b. The range must have 5 shooting stands, each 1m2;  

c. Positioning of the traps and the trajectories of 
targets are explained at each exercise.  

d. ; 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Range 2 – ATA Trap Range: 

The standard ATA Trap Range as found on all official clay shooting ranges.

 

c. Range 3 – NSSA Skeet Baan: The standard NSSA Skeet Range as found on all official clay shooting ranges 
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6. Shooting stands  

The five shooting stands are made up of 1m x 1m squares, in line and set 3-5m apart (centre to centre – see above 
diagram) (can be 1m2 concrete blocks or 1m2 white markings on ground):  
 

a. The line passing through the fronts of the five shooting stands must be 4-8m back from, and parallel to side AD of the clay 
fly over area.  

b. The middle of shooting stand 3 must be centred on side AD of the clay over flight area.  

c. Firing Angle Limiters should preferably be fitted at each shooting stand, to ensure general safety so as to: 

i. Efficiently limit the firing angle to each side, 

ii. Efficiently limit the vertical firing angle,    

iii. Prevent shooters from moving or leaning forward from the stand. 
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7. Clays (Targets) 

Officially SA Hunters use normal clays, midi clays, and rabbit-clays in its shotgun target shooting exercises.   
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